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0. INTR~OIJCTI~N 
In the usual terminology, a linear program is an extremal problem in 
which one seeks to maximize an expression cx subject to the condition 
Ax s b. Here A is a given m X n matrix, x is an unknown n X 1 vector, b 
is a given m X 1 vector and c is a given 1 X n vector. The dual program is 
to minimize b’z subject to A’z 2 c’, where ( )’ is the transpose operation 
and z is an unknown m x 1 vector. Alternatively, if w = zt this can be 
expressed as minimix wb (or maximize - wb) subject to WA 2 c. The 
standard duality theorem (see, e.g., [4, 111) asserts that exactly one of the 
following occurs: (i) both the program and its dual have solutions and 
max cx = min wb (or max(cx) + max( - wb) = 0); (ii) neither has a solu- 
tion; (iii) one has no solution and the other is unbounded. 
In this paper we give an alternative description of linear programs in 
terms of diagrams of vector spaces and linear transformations in such a way 
that the duality theorem can be proved in a completely intrinsic fashion. 
The theory therefore applies to infinite dimensional situations as well as the 
usual finite dimensional case. However, in the infinite dimensional case 
certain topological hypotheses are required. We develop two sets of condi- 
tions. Under both sets, duality holds but if one set is relaxed then duality 
can fail by the program or its dual failing to have a solution but the other 
cannot be shown to be unbounded. If the other set is relaxed, then duality 
can fail by both of the programs having solutions but max cx # min wb or 
in the same way as above. In both cases this duality gap is repaired by 
passing to the dual program. 
In a subsequent paper [5] the categorical aspects of this situation and the 
functorial nature of the constructions that are introduced will be discussed. 
In particular, the closed category considerations that lie behind this whole 
theory and are responsible for its discovery will be treated there. 
*The research was supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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1. BASIC CONCEPTS 
The basic data of a linear program P can be described by a diagram 
Here R denotes the real numbers with their usual order structure and V, 
and V, are preordered vector spaces; i.e., with respect to the product 
preorder, + : V x V --) V and . : R X V + V are order preserving func- 
tions. A, b, and c are linear transformations which need not be order 
preserving. The only changes from the usual description are that b, instead 
of being thought of as a vector in V2, is regarded as the unique linear 
transformation from R to V’ taking 1 E R to that vector, and that c is 
regarded as a linear functional on V, (which it was all along anyway). We 
shall use bold face P to refer to such a diagram and call it a linear program. 
Generalizing slightly, we call a diagram V of the form 
“1 v: v-o+- v,lI: v-2 v, 
a generalized linear program. Here each K is a preordered vector space and 
each ui is a linear transformation. Some of our constructions can be carried 
out more conveniently for generalized linear programs, but the final results 
will refer only to linear programs. 
Next, we turn to the proper notions of homomorphisms for linear 
programs. There are two basic types with two sorts of modifications for 
each. We have been inspired by Harper [6] here, but our definitions differ 
slightly, albeit significantly, from his. 
1.1. DEFINITION. (i) A homomorphism h: V + W of generalized linear 
programs is a sequence of linear transformations hi: y + Wi, i = 0,. . . ,3, 
such that in the diagram 
v: v,- “’ 
I I 
VI “2 -v* - “j v, 
h ho h, 
1 
I 
I 
h, 
w: w,- 
Wl 
w, 
w2 Y 
K 
the first and third squares commute, while the second square satisfies an 
inequality relation; i.e., wlh, = hOq, wzh, s h,u,, w3h3 = h,u,. (To explain 
the inequality, let V+= {x E Vlx 2 0) ; i.e., V+ is the positive cone of V. If 
f, g: V + W are linear transformations, then f I g means that for all 
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x E V+, f(x) I g(x), cf. Schaefer [lo]. If 0 I f, then f is called positive or 
order preserving.) 
(ii) A homomorphism h: V + W in which the second square also 
commutes, i.e., wzh, = h20Z, is called a strict homomorphism. 
Strict homomorphisms h: V + W, k: W + U can be composed by the 
rule (kh)i = kihi. However, for arbitrary homomorphisms h: V + W, k: 
W + U there is a problem in that the composition may not satisfy the 
required inequality. If we try to derive the inequality by writing 
u2k,h, 5 k,w,h, I k,h,v, 
we see that the first inequality here holds in general only if h, 2 0 while the 
second requires k, 2 0. This leads us to the following definition: 
1.2. DEFINITION. (i) h: V + W is called composable (or feasible) if 
h, 2 0. 
(ii) k: W + U is called cocomposable (or dual feasible) if k, 2 0. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. The composition 
is deJined in the following circumstances: 
(0) h and k both strict, 
(i) h composable and k cocomposable, 
(ii) h strict composable and k arbitrary, 
(iii) h arbitrary and k strict cocomposable. 
Proof Case (i) is the situation treated in (1). Case (ii) follows because in 
(1) the second inequality is an equality. Case (iii) is similar. 
As might be expected from the name, composability (feasibility) will play 
a central role in what follows. Before getting down to business we need one 
more pair of adjectives. 
1.4. DEFINITION. (i) h: V -+ W is called proper if h, = id. (id stands 
for the identity linear transformation of a vector space to itself.) 
(ii) k: W + U is called coproper if k, = id. 
If h: P + P’ is a homomorphism between linear programs then its zeroth 
and third components are linear maps from R to R. Such a map can be 
identified with its value at 1 and considered as an element of R. 
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1.5. DEFINITION. If P and P’ are linear programs and h: P --, P’ is a 
homomorphism then p(II) = h, E R and v(h) = h, E R. Thus p and v are 
real-valued functions defined on the set of all homomorphisms between 
linear programs. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. 
(0 PW) =PWPVO 
v(M) = v(k)v(h). 
(ii) h: P + P’ isproper (resp., coproper) ifandonly if v(h) = 1 (req., 
Cc(h) = 1)). 
In the final results, some restrictions will have to be placed on the vector 
spaces and linear transformations that occur. We will treat two general 
models in what follows: 
Model 1. All vector spaces are finite dimensional; there are no restric- 
tions on the linear transformations. 
Model 2. The vector spaces are equipped with topologies such that 
addition and scalar multiplication are continuous. Linear transformations 
are continuous. 
2. POINTS AND COPOINTS 
Consider the very simple linear program 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let P be a linear program. 
(i) A composable proper homomorphism p: 1 + P is called a point of 
P. If p is strict it is called a szricf point of P. If p is not necessarily 
composable it is called an arbitrary point (or arbitrary strict point). 
(ii) Pt(P) (resp., sPt(P)) denotes the set of points (resp., strict points) of 
P. In either case a subscript “a” denotes the set of arbitrary (strict) points. 
Thus there are inclusions 
sPt(P) c W) 
in In 
sPM9 c_ PLP). 
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To understand these definitions, consider an arbitrary point p: 1 + P. It 
looks like the diagram 
Properness says that p3 = id and commutativity of the third square forces 
pz = b. We denote p1 by x: R + VI since it corresponds to an element of 
VI. It satisfies Ax I b. If p is a point (rather than an arbitrary point) then 
x 2 0. Finally, commutativity of the first square forces pO = CC, which we 
can regard either as a linear transformation of R into R, or (by identifying 
it with its value at 1 E R) as an element of R. Thus a point is precisely a 
feasibie solution of a canonical linear program. Similarly, a strict point is a 
feasible solution of a standard linear program. Since a point is determined 
by x: R -+ VI, we shall denote it by p = X from now on. 
An arbitrary point is a homomorphism X: 1 --, P with v(X) = 1 (cf. 1.5). 
On the other hand p(Z) plays a crucial role and we shall regard it as giving 
a real-valued function 
p: Pt,(P) --, R: ~(5) = cx 
called the ualuation. Its restrictions to points and strict (arbitrary) points are 
also denoted by p. In particular, the value of P is defined by 
/4(P) = sup{ /l(E)lZ E Pt(p)}. 
The arbitrary value pa(P), the strict value p,(P) and the arbitrary strict 
value p,(P) are defined analogously. By convention, these values are taken 
to be - co if there are no points of the appropriate kind. 
Finally we set 
+Pt(P) = {X E Pt(P)lp(X) 2 0} = ,u-‘(R+) 
++Pt(P) = {X E Pt(P)lp(X) > 0} = ,d(R++) 
with similar conventions for other kinds of points. 
To describe copoints, we need the first of eight constructions that play a 
role in our version of the duality theorem. 
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2.2 DEFINITION. The dual of a generalized linear program 
v: v,2 v,4 v*z v, 
is the generalized linear program 
The dual of a homomorphism h from V to W is the homomorphism h* 
from w* to v* given by 
(h*)i = (hjmi)* i = 0 ,..., 3. 
In Model 1, there is nothing more to be said about the dual construction 
except to point out that the preorder on the algebraic dual r/* is given by 
the order described in Definition 1.1. Also recall that if bases are chosen for 
V and W yielding a matrix M(f) for a linear transformation f: V + W 
then, with respect o the dual bases for p and W, one has M( f*) = M( f )‘, 
where t denotes the transposed matrix. 
In Model 2, with topological vector spaces and continuous linear transfor- 
mations, T means the topological dual; i.e., its elements are continuous 
linear functionals 9: V --) R. In this case, t”c is topologized with the 
weak- * -topology. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. (0) The dual of a linear program is a linear program. 
(i) The dual of a (resp., strict) homomorphism is a (resp., strict) 
homomorphism. 
(ii) Duality interchanges composable and cocomposable homomorphisms. 
(iii) Duality interchanges proper and coproper homomorphisms. 
Proof: (0) The dual of 
is 
-b. -A. . 
P* : R + V;c + VI* -: R 
where we identify R* with R as usual. 
(i) If f, g: V * W with f s g then f* I g* since for any positive +: 
W 4 R, f*(+) = +f I c$g = g*(+). Hence if h: V --) W then h*: W* 4 
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V*, since w2h, I h,u, implies (-$)h: 5 hi+(-w2*). This is one main 
reason for the minus sign in the definition of V*. 
(ii) If h, 2 0 then (h*)2 = (hi)* 2 0. 
(iii) If h, = id then (h*), = (h,)* = id. 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let P be a linear program. 
(i) A cocomposable coproper homomorphism 4: P --, l* is called a 
copoint of P. If q is strict it is called a strict copoint of P. If q is not 
necessarily cocomposable it is called an arbitrary copoint (or arbitrary strict 
copoint). 
(ii) coPt(P) (resp., cosPt(P)) denotes the set of copoints (resp., strict 
copoints) of P. In either case a subscript “a” denotes the set of arbitrary 
(strict) copoints. Thus there are inclusions 
cosPt(P) E coPt(P) 
If-l In 
cosPt.(P) G coPt,(P). 
As with points, an arbitrary copoint q: P --) l* looks like the diagram 
P: R- ' VI 
A b 
-v, - R 
4 
I I 
id -c 
I 
5 
I 
w 
I 
-wb 
l*: R- R 'RN R 
-id -id -id 
Copropemess says that q,, = id and commutativity of the first square forces 
4i = -c. We denote q2 by w: V, --, R. It is some arbitrary linear functional 
on V, satisfying c < WA. If q is a copoint (rather than an arbitrary copoint) 
then w 2 0. Finally commutativity of the third square forces q3 = - wb. 
Thus a copoint is precisely a dual feasible solution of one way of writing the 
canonical dual program. Since a copoint is determined by w: V, + R we 
shall denote it by q = iG from now on. 
An arbitrary copoint is a homomorphism W: P + l* with p(Z) = 1. On 
the other hand Y(G) plays a crucial role and we shall regard it as giving a 
real-valued function 
v: coPt,(P) + R: v(Z) = -wb 
called the coualuation. Its restrictions to copoints and strict (arbitrary) 
copoints are also denoted by v. In particular, the coualue of P is defined by 
v(P) = sup{v(W)(W E coPt(P)}. 
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The arbitrary covalue v,(P), the strict covalue v,(P), and the arbitrary strict 
covalue v,(P) are defined analogously. By convention, these are also taken 
to be - cc if there are no copoints of the appropriate kind. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Duality yields an isomorphism over R: coPt,(P) = 
Pt .(P*) which takes copoints to points and preserves trictness. 
Proof. Here and elsewhere, “over R” means the diagram 
commutes. 
The dual of an arbitrary copoint is clearly an arbitrary point since 
1** = 1 and duality takes coproper homomorphisms to proper homomor- 
phisms. The isomorphism is over R since if % P --) 1* then v(E) = - wb 
while p(iG*) = - b*w* = -(wb)*. But, following our usual convention of 
identifying R* with R, - (wb)* = - wb since the (linear) endomorphism 
ring of R is commutative. 
2.6. COROLLARY. v,(P) = pa(P*) and v(P) = fi(P*). 
There is no guarantee in general that P and P* can be interchanged in the 
preceding proposition, but they will have to be so interchanged in one step 
of the duality theorem. Hence we need the following definition. 
2.7. DEFINITION. A linear program P is called reflexive if the inclusion 
homomorphism P L) P** induces an isomorphism over R 
Pt(P) r, pt(p**). 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Zf P is reflexive then there is an isomorphism over R 
coPt(p*) : Pt(P). 
Proof. Immediate. 
In the models, all linear programs are reflexive since the vector spaces in 
the programs, being either finite dimensional or having the weak- * -topology 
on the dual, are themselves reflexive. However, in Sections 5 and 6 we want 
to consider what happens if the dual space has some other topology. It can 
happen that a linear program satisfies a reflexivity condition without its 
component vector spaces being reflexive; for instance, by an appropriate set 
of points being empty. 
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2.9. DEFINITION. For a linear program 
P: R: VI: V..:R, 
if c (resp. b) is replaced by 0, we denote the resulting program by 
0 
ZP: R + V, 1 V, : R 
(rev., 
2.10. PROPOSITION. (i) If P = ZP then 
(I) at least one of sPt(P) and ++coPt,(P) is empty; 
(II) at least one of Pt(P) and “coPt(P) is empty. 
(ii) If P = PZ then 
(Id) at least one of cosPt(P) and ++Pt,(P) is empty; 
(IId) at leust one of coPt(P) and “Pt(P) is empty. 
Proof. Note that in statements I and Id, one entity is strict and .the other 
is arbitrary, while in II and IId no such qualifications are present. These 
correspond to the composability criteria in 1.3. 
Writing out the situation in case I gives a diagram 
j2 f: Or iisxT f
P: R- 
1 I 
& 
ii-J id 0 
I 
I 
1*: R- R 
-id -id -id 
where z E sPt(P) and W E coPt,(P). By 1.3, iC and X can be composed so 
0 s WAX = wb. Thus v(5) = - wb > 0 is impossible so E 6C ++coPt .(P). 
The other cases are treated similarly. 
We would like to assert hat in each case exactly one of the pairs of sets is 
empty. (Note that for sets X and Y, the statement X x Y = 0 says that at 
least one of X and Y is empty, while the additional condition X + Y f 0 
says that exactly one of them is empty.) 
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For instance, in case I, suppose sPt(P) = 0; i.e., for all x 2 0, Ax # b, 
or 
b e {AxJx 2 0} = A(&+). 
An element W E ++ coPt(P) is a “separating hyperplane” for b and the cone 
A(V:); i.e., a linear functional W: V, + R such that 
wb < { wAxJx r O}. 
Taking x = 0 gives wb < 0 or - wb > 0, as required. If such separating 
hyperplanes exist, then sPt(P) = 0 implies ++coPt(P) + 0, and thus, by 
the excluded middle, “coPt(P) = 0 implies sPt(P) # 0. 
In case Id, with P = PZ, either there is a w 2 0 with WA = c or an x with 
Ax s 0, cx > 0. This is of course the same as case I for P* except that the 
separating hyperplane instead of just being an element of Vi** is required 
to be an element of Vi itself. 
In the models such separating hyperplanes need not exist even in the 
finite dimensional case, since we deal with preorders. A precise sufficient 
condition to apply the geometric Hahn-Banach theorem for the existence of 
such hyperplanes is that A(V:) is closed and V, is locally convex. For our 
purposes we shall treat the situation in which exactly one of the pairs of sets 
is empty as an axiom, called the Farkas Alternative, which a program may 
or may not satisfy. 
2.11. AXIOM (The Farkas Alternatives). (i) If P = ZP then 
(FI) at most one of sPt(P) and ++coPt,(P) is empty; 
(FII) at most one of Pt(P) and “coPt(P) is empty. 
(ii) If P = PZ then 
(FId) at most one of cosPt(P) and ++Pt,(P) is empty; 
(FIId) at most one of coPt(P) and “Pt(P) is empty. 
Clearly (FII) is equivalent in the presence of 2.10 to requiring that exactly 
one of Pt(P) and “coPt(P) is empty, or, as it is frequently phrased in the 
literature, either there is a point or there is a copoint with positive covalue 
but not both. Analogous reformulations hold for the other statements. 
3. STRICTIFICATION, DUAL STRICTIFICATION, AND SUMS 
Three more constructions are treated here together with the first conse- 
quence of the Farkas Alternative. The simplest of these is the sum construc- 
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tion. It is neither a product nor a coproduct of linear programs but with 
respect to points and copoints it is both at the same time. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Given linear programs 
P: Rtf- V,: V$R 
c’ A’ 
P’: R + VI’ --$ V,’ : R, 
then P EI P’ denotes the linear program 
(c. c’) A XA’ [b, b’l 
PHP’: R + VlxV; + Vzx V; +- R. 
Here we write V x W for the product preordered vector space. Linear 
maps U into V x W are determined by pairs of linear maps f: U -+ V, 
g: U --, W and we write [f, g]: U + V X W for the linear map with 
[f, g](u) = (f(u), g(u)). Now V x W is at the same time the coproduct of 
V and W so linear maps from V x W to U are determined by pairs of linear 
maps h: V --) U, k: W + U. We write (h, k): V X W --$ U for the linear 
map with (h, k)( u, w) = h(u) + k(w). Note that (h, k)[ f, g] = hf + kg. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. There exist isomorphisms giving commutative diagrams 
Pt(P) x Pt(P’) - * Pt(P q P’) 
PXP I P RxR + 
I 
R 
copt(p) x coPt(P’) - 
I 
coPt(P l3 p’) 
vxv 
+ b RxR -R . 
These isomorphisms, which also hold for arbitrary points and copoints, pre- 
serve strictness. 
Proof: The first part follows from the diagram 
id id id 
1 : R- R 
1 
cx + c’x’ 
1 
id 
PEEIF: R- 
[x,d]f I [b, b.] f 
(c, 4 
v, x v; -v* x v;- 
A xA’ [b,b’] 
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and the fact that 
(A x A’)[x,x’] = [Ax, Ax’] 5 [b, b’] 
if and only if Ax I b and A’x’ s b’. The second part is proved analogously 
using 
(w,w’)(A X A’) = (wA,w’A’) 2 (c,c’) 
if and only if WA 2 c and w’A’ 2 c’. 
Note that this result says that as far as points are concerned, P EE P’ looks 
like the (non-existent) product of P and P’ while, as far as copoints are 
concerned, it looks like their (non-existent) coproduct. 
3.3. COROLLARY. 
0 H w = P(P) + PP’) 
Y(P H P’) = v(P) + v(P’) 
with analogour equalities for the other three cases each of values and covalues. 
The next two constructions can be carried out most conveniently for 
generalized linear programs. The first form, strictification, reflects the oper- 
ation of adjoining slack variables to a linear program on the one hand, and 
on the other is a special case of constructing lax limits in order to form the 
prolongation of a diagram in a 2-category. The second form, dual strictifica- 
tion, has no usual role in linear progr amming but is a special case of a lax 
colimit. 
3.4. DEFINITION. (i) Given a generalized linear program 
then the strictifcation of V is the generalized linear program 
and the dual strictifcation of V is the generalized linear program 
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(ii) Homomorphisms involving SV and VS are defined by the diagrams 
“1 
v: VI* 
+ id 
I I (“1*0> 
sv: v,- 
“2 “3 
L e 
01 i [id,O]T = Tid Tid 
z id 
I I 
(id, 0) 
“1 I 
v: v,- v, 
z Iid v3 1 id 
-v,- v, 
v : v,- “l v, O2 -vi- 
“3 
v, 
1) 
I I 
id id 
I 
I [id, 01 id 
[“27 - id] I I 
-v, x 
[“3,01 
vl- h 
A ] id] v1 idi i ?,..,, v3 ?id 
v : v,-v 1 -2 3 . 
3.5. F~~P~~ITI~N. (i) S#J, E, h, and q are proper, coproper, composable, 
and cocomposable, and + and X are strict. 
vs (ii) E+ = idv and XT) = id, so V is a retract of SV and a coretract of 
(iii) If P is a linear program then so are SP and PS. 
(iv) Given a composable (resp., cocomposable) homomorphism h: W + 
V (resp., k: V + W) there exists a unique composable (resp., cocomposable) 
strict homomorphism h’: W + SV (resp., k’: VS --, W) such that eh’ = h 
(rest.. k’q = k): 
3!h’ 
(v) If P is a linear program, then given a cocomposable (resp., com- 
posable) homomorphism k: P + l* (resp., h: 1 + P), there exists a unique 
homomorphism k’: SP + 1’ (resp., h’: 1 + PS) such that k’+ = k (resp., 
Ah’ = h): 3!h’ 
3!k’ 
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(vi) For a linear program P, compositions with E and 9, respectively, 
yield isomorphisms over R 
sPt(SP) : Pt(P) 
coPt,( SP) 1, coPt(P) 
while compositions with 9 and A respectively yield isomorphisms over R 
cosPt(PS) ; coPt(P) 
Pt JPS) ; Pt(P). 
Proof. Parts (i), (ii), and (iii) are evident. To prove (iv), let h: W + V be 
given. From the form of c it is clear that the equation ch’ = h implies that 
hb = h,, h; = h,, and hi = h,. Furthermore, hi is of the form [m, n]: 
IV, + Vi x V, and satisfies three equations 
(4 (id,O)tm, nl = h 
(b) (v,,O)[m nl = how, 
(cl (vZ, id)[m, nl = h,w,. 
The first says m = h,, the second says qh, = howI (which holds), and the 
third says v,h, + n = h,w, or n = h,w, - v2h, 2 0. Thus hi = [h,, h,w, - 
v2h,] and h’ is composable if and only if h is. 
(v) If k: P + l* is a homomorphism with components (r, -rc, w, 
- wb), then k’ should be (r, ( - rc,O), w, - wb). But this describes a 
homomorphism from SP to 1* if and only if (rc, 0) I w(A, id) which 
holds if and only if rc I WA and 0 s w, thus if and only if k is cocompos- 
able. 
(vi) Specializing (iv) to linear programs and W = 1 yields the first 
isomorphism. It is over R since c,, = id implies p(X) = p(C). The second 
isomorphism follows by specializing (v) to coproper homomorphisms. 
3.6. COROLLARY. 
P(P) = PsW) = P,(W 
Y(P) = V,(PS) = l&P) 
3.1. PROPOSITION. The following relations hold: 
(1) ELI is associative with a unit; 
(2) Z(P q P’)= ZP q ZP’, 
(P m pl)Z = PZ q p’z; 
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(3) ZSP= SZP, PZS = PSZ, 
Z(PS) = (ZP)S, S(PZ) = (SP)Z; 
(4) S(P EE P’)’ SP q SP’, 
(P q P’)S= PS EE P’S; 
(5) (zP)* = (P*)z, 
z(P*) = (Pz)*; 
(6) (W* = (v*)S, 
s(v*) = (vs)*; 
(7) S(P w P*)= SP w (PS)*, 
(P w P*)S= PS w (SP)*. 
Proof. (1) Associativity is immediate. The unit for W is the program 
Relations (2) and (3) are clear. Relation (4) uses the “middle-four inter- 
change” 
Relation (5) is clear. Relation (6) uses the isomorphism (V X W)* = V* x 
IV+ and the equations 
[f4Tl* = (f*,g*) and (h,k)* = [h*,k*]. 
Relation (7) follows from the preceding results. Note that (6) can be used to 
prove the dual assertions in 3.5. 
3.8. THEOREM. If P = ZP and if SP sutisjies (FI) (cf. 2.11) then P 
satisfies (FII). Dually, if P = PZ and if PS sutisjies (FId) then P satisfies 
(FIId). 
Proof By Proposition 3.7, SP = ZSP so (FI) applies to SP. If it is 
satisfied then exactly one of 
sPt(SP) = Pt(P) 
and 
++coPt,(SP) = ++coPt(P) 
is empty, the isomorphisms by 3.5. 
In the models, the conditions given after 2.10 for a program to satisfy (FI) 
translate, via SP, into conditions for a program to satisfy (FII); namely, 
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A( V:) + V,+ is closed and V, is locally convex. If A is positive then the first 
condition is satisfied provided I’: is closed. We do not know if A(&+) and 
V: closed imply A(V:) + Vl closed, even for partially ordered vector 
spaces. 
3.9. PROPOSITION. Zf P = ZP, P’ = ZP’, and both P and P’ sari@ 
Axiom (FI) (resp. (FII)), then so does P FE P’. Dually if P = PZ and 
p’ = F”Z and both P and P’ satisfy Axiom (FId) (req. (FIId)), then so does 
P q P’. 
Proof: By 3.7, P El P’ = Z(P El P’). Suppose both satisfy (FI). If they 
both satisfy the same alternative then so does P EB P’ by 3.2. But suppose 
X E sPt(P) and E’ E ++coPt,(F”). Since sPt(P’) = 0, one has sPt(P W P’) 
= 0 by 3.2. But (0, w’): V, X Vi + R satisfies 
(0, w’) 0 (A x A’) = w’A’ 2 0 
- (0, w’) 0 [b, b’] = - w’b’ > 0 
so ++coPt .(P W P’) # 0. The other cases are handled similarly. 
Remark. There is also a tensor product of linear programs defined by 
de’ A@A’ b@b’ 
P@P’:R+ VleV; + V,eV;+ R 
where we have identified R 0 R = R. This operation is associative, has the 
program 1 as a unit and has an associated internal horn construction given 
by 
where we have identified Hom(R, R) = R. It satisfies 
Hom(Q,Hom(P,P’)) = Hom(Q 8 P,P’). 
However, this plays no role in the theory discussed here and so will not be 
considered further. 
4. THE LAST CONSTRUCTION 
So far we can only treat linear programs satisfying c = 0 or b = 0. Such 
programs can be expected to satisfy one of the Farkas Alternatives. How- 
ever, programs with both b and c different from zero do not satisfy these 
alternatives. Instead they satisfy the Duality Theorem given below. In order 
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to apply the Farkas Alternatives to prove the Duality Theorem, we need 
constructions turning a linear program with arbitrary values of b and c into 
one with either b = 0 or c = 0. Now ZP and PZ are such constructions and 
there are obvious isomorphisms 
Pt(zP) = Pt(P) 
oPt(PZ) = coPt(P) 
which are of course not over R since for ZP one has p = 0 while for PZ 
one has v = 0. However, the situation for copoints of ZP and points of PZ 
is not so trivial and plays a role in analyzing the main constructions of this 
section. We have no names for these two constructions and just denote them 
by RP and PR. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Given a linear program 
then RP and PR are the linear programs defined by 
RP: R: V, 
[A, -cl Lb>‘4 
+ V,xR+R 
PR: R(c:o’Vl x R 
(A, -b) 
+ RZR. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. There are isomorphisms 
Pt( RP) = +Pt(P) 
coPt(PR) = +coPt(P). 
Proof: A point X: 1 --) RP satisfies Ax I b, -cx 5 0, and x 2 0. 
Hence it corresponds to a point X: 1 + P with p(X) = cx 2 0. Note that 
this isomorphism is not over R since for RP, ~1s 0. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. The following relations hold: 
(1) RP = ZRP, PR = PRZ; 
(2) (RP)Z = R(PZ), (ZP)R = Z(PR); 
(3) (SP)R = S(PR), (RP)S = R(PS); 
(4) (RP)* = (P*)R, (PR)* = R(P*). 
Proof. These are simple calculations. 
However, certain things do not hold; thus SRP # RSP and PSR # PRS, 
Also we don’t have any equations for R(P El P’) or (P W P’)R. We want to 
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calculate Pt(PZ), Pt(PR), coPt(ZP), and coPt(RP); especially, we need 
Pt((P q P’)R) and coPt(R(P I33 P’)) as will be evident from the proof of the 
Duality Theorem. In order to make these calculations we have to consider 
all homomorphisms from 1 to P (resp., from P to l*), not just the proper 
(resp., coproper) ones we have called points (resp., copoints). In this context 
it is best to sort them out by their zeroth (resp., third) component. 
4.4. DEFINITION. (i) A composable homomorphism h: 1 + R with v(h) 
= h, = A: R --, R is called a X-point of P. We write X-Pt(P) for the set of 
X-points of P. Clearly, l-points are just ordinary points. 
(ii) A cocomposable homomorphism k: P + l* with p(k) = k, = A: 
R --, R is called a A-copoint of P. We write X-coPt(P) for the set of 
X-copoints of P. 
Our notation for a A-point of P is 
id id id 
1: R- R -R4 R 
EA 
I I 
cx x 5 
I I 
bX 
h 
P : R- ’ 
A b 
V, -v* * R . 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let P be a linear program. 
(i) If X > 0 then there are isomorphisms giving commutative diagrams 
X-Pt(P) 
I 
= Pt(P) X-coPt(P) 
cc 
A-’ _I 
r , Y 
I 
= coPt(P) 
Y . 
x-1 
R R R 
_I 
R 
(ii) If X = 0 then there are isomorphisms over R 
0-Pt(P) = Pt(Pz), O-coPt(P) = coPt( ZP). 
Proof. (i) The isomorphisms are given by multiplying all four compo- 
nents of 3,: 1 --, P (resp., 5,: P + l*) by A-’ > 0. 
(ii) If X = 0, then z,: 1 + P satisfies Ax I 0 which is exactly the 
same condition satisfied by a point of PZ. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. Let P be a linear program. Then there are isomor- 
phisms over R: 
Pt(PR) = u A-Pt(P) 
X20 
coPt( RP) = u X-coPt(P). 
X20 
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ProoJ: A point of PR looks like 
id id id 
1: R- R CR4 R 
E-XI CX 
I I_ 
PR: R 
(c*O) 
and satisfies 
(A, -b)[x, A] = Ax - bX 5 0 
or Ax I bh which is exactly the condition satisfied by the X-point X,: 
1 + P. Note that [x,x] is composable iff x 2 0 and X 2 0. 
4.7. DEFINITION. (i) p: Pt(PR) + R denotes the function given by 
p([x-1) = X. Similarly, q: coPt(RP) + R denotes the function given by 
q((w,)) = A. 
(ii) In the following proposition Pt(PR) X,Pt(P’R) denotes the pull- 
back qver R of these two sets; i.e., pairs ([x,x], [x’,]) E Pt(PR) X Pt(P’R) 
such th. ! 
p([x,]) = x = A’ = P([X’,x’l). 
The pullback expression for copoints is defined analogously using q. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. L.et P and P’ be linear programs. Then there are 
isomorphisms giving commutative diagrams 
Pt(PR) X ,Pt(P’R) 
PO1 
RXR 
- l Pt((P R P’)R) 
+ 1P 
+R 
coPt(RP) X, coPt(RP’)A 
1 
coPt( R(P EE P’)) 
vxv 
+ b 
RXR l R. 
Proof. There is a sequence of isomorphisms 
Pt(PR) x,Pt(P’R) = u X-Pt(P) x X-Pt(P’) 
x20 
= u h-Pt(P H P’) 
AZ0 
= Pt((P H F”)R) 
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the first by the definition of the pullback and 4.6, the second by a proof 
analogous to that of 3.2 and the third by 4.6 again. 
Note that, as far as points are concerned, (P q P’)R looks like the 
(non-existent) pullback of PR and P’R over R where PR maps to the linear 
program 
by the homomorphism p: PR + R given by J = (0, pr,, 0, id). It is im- 
mediate that Pt(R) = R and the map Pt(PR) + Pt(R) induced by p is just 
p. Analogous comments apply to R(P I3 P’). 
4.9. DISCUSSION. At this point one would like analogues of 3.8 and 3.9 
giving conditions for RP to satisfy (FI) or (FII) and for PR to satisfy (FId) 
or (FIId). Unfortunately, all we can do is adapt the conditions given after 
2.10 and 3.8. Thus, assume V, is locally convex. Then 
(i) RP satisfies (FI) if [A, -c](V:) is closed, 
(ii) RP satisfies (FII) if [A, - c](V.) + (V: x R+) is closed. 
5. THE DUALITY THEOREM 
We are now ready to deal with a general linear program P. Such a 
program need not satisfy the Farkas Alternatives. Specifically, we shall call 
P uucu~ if Pt(P) = 0 = coPt(P); i.e., if P has neither points nor copoints. 
We are only interested in non-vacuous linear programs, and we want to 
calculate the sum p(P) + v(P) or, equivalently by 2.6, the sum p(P) + p(P*). 
Recall our conventions following 2.1 and 2.4 that p(P) = - 00 (resp., 
v(P) = - co) if P has no points (resp., copoints). In calculating this sum we 
make the further convention that 
-m+oo=o=ccl-00 
-w+n=-oo=n-u3 
+co+n=+m=n+aJ. 
First a simple result that requires no assumptions about P. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. If P is a linear program then p(P) + v(P) I 0 or, 
equiualently, p(P) + c(P*) < 0. 
Proof. If P has no points or P has no copoints then the result follows 
from the above convention. If P has both a point X: 1 + P and a copoint 
i’?: P + l* then by Definitions 2.1 and 2.4 and Proposition 1.3, iE 1 --, l* 
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is defined and its first and second components atisfy cx 5 wb. Hence 
p(P) = max{ j.k(X)lZ E Pt(P)) 
= max{ cxlX E Pt(P)} 
I min( wb)W E mPt(P)} 
= -max{ -wblJ E coPt(P)) 
= -max{ y(W)lG E coPt(P)) 
= -v(P) 
so /A(P) + V(P) 5 0. 
5.2. DEFINITION. (i) P has a finite duality gap if p(P) and v(P) are both 
finite but p(P) + v(P) # 0. 
(ii) P has an infinite dual@ gap if one of p(P) and v(P) is - cc but the 
other is finite. It is called a no-point infinite gap if /A(P) = - cc and a 
no-copoint infinite gap if v(P) = - cc. 
We would like to characterize those linear programs which have no 
duality gap either finite or infinite, which by the above conventions means 
that p(P) + v(P) = 0. Unfortunately all we can do is give sufficient condi- 
tions for this to happen. If one of the conditions (reflexivity) is omitted we 
can also identify which kind of gap (finite or infinite) is possible and 
eliminate it by passing to the dual program. 
5.3. DEFINITION. Let P be a linear program. 
(i) P is called regular if SR(P H P*) satisfies (FI) (cf. 2.11, 3.1, 3.4, 
and 4.1). 
(ii) P is called dual regular if (P El P*)RS satisfies (FId). 
5.4. DUALITY THEOREM. Let P be a non-uacuous linear program. 
(i) Suppose P is regular. Then 
(a) if PZ is reflexive, then P does not have a duality gap. 
(b) If PZ is not refkxive, then P either does not have a duality gap 
or has a no-copoint infinite duality gap. 
(ii) Suppose P is dual regular. Then 
(a) if P is reflexive, then P does not have a duality gap. 
(b) If P is not reflexive, then P either does not have a duality gap 
or has a duality gap which can be either finite or no-point infinite. 
(iii) If P is either regular or dual regular then P* does not have a duality 
gap. 
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Proof (cf. Frankhn [4]). (i) If P is regular then, by 3.8, R(P H P*) 
satisfies (FII) (cf. 2.11). 
Case 1. Pt(R(P q P*)) f 0. But 
Pt( R(P a P*)) = +Pt(P a P*) 
= + (Pt(P) x Pt(P*)), 
the first isomorpbism by 4.2 and the second by 3.2. Using the additivity of 
valuation 3.3, it follows that p(P) + p(P*) 2 0. Hence by 5.1, p(P) + p(P*) 
= 0. Both programs have points so neither value is - cc. Therefore both are 
finite and p(P) = -p(P*). 
Case 2. ++coPt(R(P W P*) # 0. But 
++coPt(R(P q P*)) z +,* (~y-~pt(p H p*)) 
= ++ ( ZsA-coPt(P) x X-coPt(P*)) 
by 4.8. 
Case 2.1. Suppose X > 0 occurs. Then by 4.3 
++( X-coPt(P) x A-copt(P*)) = ++ (coPt(P) x coPt(P*)) 
so there are copoints iG: P + l* and I: P* + 1’ with v(c) + ~(2) > 0. 
Now E corresponds by duality to a point iY: 1 --) P* (by 2.5) with 
p(W) = v(E). Hence p(S’) + ~(2) > 0 which contradicts 5.1 for P*. Thus 
x = 0. 
Case 2.2. We have therefore that 
++coPt(R(P q P*)) = ++ (0-coPt(P q p*)) 
= ++ (coPt(Z(P m p*>) 
= ++ (coPt(ZP q ZP’) 
= ++ (coPt( ZP) x coPt( ZP’)) # 0 
by Case 2.1, 4.5, 4.6, and 3.2. Thus there are copoints ti;: ZP + l* and I: 
zp* + 1* with v(G) + v(Z) > 0. Since this sum is greater than zero at 
least one summand must be greater than zero. 
Case 2.2.1. If v(g) > 0 then E E ++coPt( ZP) so by 2.10 (which applies 
because Z( - ) is idempotent) Pt( ZP) = Pt(P) = 0, the isomorphism by the 
remark at the beginning of Section 4. Thus P has no points so p(P) = - cc. 
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Since P is non-vacuous, it has a copoint &,o: P + l* satisfying w,, 2 0 and 
w,A ;r c. Now define zn = $, + nw. Then 
w,A = w,A + nwA 2 c + 0 = c 
and wn 2 0 so iG* E coPt(P). Furthermore 
v(zJ = v(iiqJ + w(w) 
which approaches + oe as n increases ince v(W) > 0. Hence v(P) = /.L(P*) 
= + cc. Thus P has no duality gap in this case since p(P) = - cc and 
V(P) = + 00. 
Case 2.2.2. If v(Z) > 0 then Z E ++coPt(ZP*). As in Case 2.2.1, it 
follows that p(P*) = v(P) = - 00. Since P is non-vacuous, it has a point 
X,: 1 + P satisfying x0 2 0 and Ax, I b. Now, by 3.7, ZP* = (PZ)* so 
5 E ++coPt(PZ)*. If PZ is reflexive, then by 2.8, Z corresponds to a point 
J? E “Pt(PZ) which satisfies x 2 0 and Ax I 0. As in 2.2.1 define X, = X0 
+ nX. Then 
Ax,=Ax,+nAxsb+Osb 
and x, 2 0 so X, E Pt(P). Furthermore 
which approaches + cc as n increases ince p(X) > 0. Hence p(P) = + cc. 
Thus P has no duality gap in this case since Y(P) = - cc and p(P) = + oo. 
If PZ is not reflexive then, by 2.5, Z corresponds to a point 
x E ++Pt(PZ)** = ++Pt(P**z). 
Regard X0 as a point of P** via the inclusion P L) P** and then the same 
argument as before shows that p(P**) = + cc. Thus it can happen that 
V(P) = - oc and p(P) is finite so that P has a no-copoint in8nite duality 
gap. However, p(P*) = v(P) = -cc and v(P*) = p(P**) = + cc so P* has 
no duality gap. 
(ii) If P is dual regular then, by 3.8, (P El P*)R satisfies (FIId). The 
analysis proceeds as before except reflexivity appears in a different place. 
Case Id. coPt((P ffl P*)R) # 0. But 
coPt((P q P*)R) = +coPt(P m P*) 
= + (coPt(P) x coPt(P’)). 
If P is reflexive we can write coPt(P*) = Pt(P) and conclude that P has 
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points and copoints and that p(P) + u(P) = 0 so P has no duality gap. 
However, if P is not reflexive, we can only write coPt(P*) = Pt(P**) and 
coPt(P) = Pt(P*) so that there is a copoint I? of P (or equivalently a point 
W’ of P*) and a point E of P** with 
Y(Z) + p(x) = p(S’) + u(x) 2 0. 
Hence 
V(P) + /l(p**) = j.L(p*) + /t(p**) = 0. 
Thus v(P) is finite. If P has no points then there is a no-point infinite 
duality gap (this seems unlikely), while if P has points then the gap is only 
finite. P* as before has no duality gap. 
Case 2d. “Pt((P q P*)R) # 0. As before 
++Pt((P q P*)R) = ++ ( u X-Pt(P) x A-pt(p*)). 
X20 
If X > 0 occurs one gets a contradiction, so X = 0 is the only possibility and 
“Pt((P q P*)R) = ++ (Pt(Pz) x pt(P*z)) # 0. 
Thus there are points X E Pt(PZ) and i? E Pt(P*Z) with p(z) + p(W) > 0. 
Case 2.2.1d. If p(X) > 0 then f E “Pt(PZ) so coPt(PZ) = coPt(P) = 
0 and v(P) = - 00. Since P is non-vacuous, it has a point X0 E I%(P). As 
before, one concludes that p(P) = + cc. 
Case 2.2.2d. If p(W) > 0 then W E ++Pt(P*Z) so coPt(P*Z) = 0. Now 
P*Z = (ZP)* by 3.7 so coPt((ZP)*) = 0. Since duality gives a map 
Pt( ZP) + coPt(( ZP)‘) 
it follows that Pt(ZP) = Pt(P) = 0. Hence p(P) = - cc. Since P is non- 
vacuous, it has a copoint or, equivalently, P* has a point Eo. One uses G 
and iC$ as before to show that p(P*) = + 00. 
5.5. Remarks. It would be interesting to have more elementary condi- 
tions that imply reflexivity and regularity. 
(i) As long as one sticks to the weak-*-topology then reflexity is 
automatic. Otherwise one can use any functorial topology bigger (more 
open sets) than the weak- * -topology such that the usual map j: V + V* is 
continuous and such that R* = R. But then reflexivity could fail and we do 
not know precise conditions for it to hold. (If Pt(P**) = 0 then P is 
reflexive.) 
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(ii) The conditions given in 4.9 specialize to the following: if V2 is 
locally convex and 
[(A) x(4*),( - c,b)](Q+ x v;c+) +(v; x v:+ x R+) 
is a closed subset of V, x Vt* x R, then P is regular. This is not very 
enlightening and we hope to find more transparent and easily verified 
conditions later. 
(iii) Although it may not at first look like it, the details of part (i) of 
this proof are very similar to the details of the proof in Franklin [4]. What 
seems remarkable is that Franklin’s proof goes through in the language and 
generality considered here. Part (ii) is a straightforward ualization of part 
(i), but was totally unexpected until I realized that every construction and 
every step in the proof could be dualized. 
6. SPECIAL CASES OF DUALITY 
By changing the preorders of Vt or V, we can derive two other duality 
theorems from 5.4. First we need some notation. 
6.1. DEFINITION. A preordered vector space (V, c) is called discrete if 
x s y iff x = y. It is called indiscrete if x I y holds for all x and y. 
6.2. PROPOSITION. Let V and W be preordered vector spaces. 
(i) V is discrete $ V+= {O}. 
(ii) V is indiscrete i$ V+= V. 
(iii) If V is discrete or W is indiscrete then every linear map f: V --) W is 
positive. 
(iv) If V is discrete, or W is indiscrete then the preordered vector space 
L( V, W) of linear maps from V to W is indiscrete. 
(v) If V is indiscrete, or W is discrete and V+ is generating then 
L (V, W) is discrete. 
(vi) If V is discrete (resp., indiscrete) then Ire is indiscrete (resp., 
discrete). 
Proof: Everything is obvious except perhaps the first part of (v). Sup- 
pose V is indiscrete. Then f 1~ g iff for all x E V+= V, f(x) < g(x). But 
then one also has -f(x) = f(-x) 5 g(-x) = -g(x) so f(x) 2 g(x). 
Hence f = g. 
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6.3. DEFINITION. Let 
P: Rk&-‘$R 
be a linear program. Then Pi denote the same program as P except that 
the preorder on V, is replaced by the indiscrete preorder. Similarly Pd is the 
same program as P except that the preorder on V, is replaced by the 
discrete preorder. 
6.4. PROPOSITION. 
(i) Pt(P,) = Pt,(P), coPt(Pi) = cos(P). 
(ii) Pt(P,) = sPt(P), coPt(P,) = coPt,(P). 
Proof. (i) If VI is indiscrete then every X: 1 --) Pi is composable since 
every X: R + VI is positive. On the other hand W: P --, l* satisfies c I WA 
iff c = ~4 by the first part of 6.2 (v). 
(ii) If V. is discrete then a point X: 1 --) Pd satisfies Ax s b iff Ax = b 
(since R+ is generating). On the other hand every i7: Pd -B 1* is cocompos- 
able since w,: V, + R is positive. 
6.5. COROLLARY. 
(9 P(P,) = cl.(P)3 v(pi) = v,(P). 
Go P(Pd) = r,(P)9 Vd) = ~,(P>. 
6.6. PROPOSITION. The following relations hold: 
(9 (Zp), = Z(Pdh Czp)i = z(pi>; 
(ii) tpz), = (pd)z9 tpz)i = (pi)z; 
(iii) (P q P’)d = Pd w Pi, (P w P’)i = lpi w P,‘; 
(iv) (SP), = s(pd), Cps)i = tpijs; 
69 @‘RI, = (Pd)R, (RP)i = R(Pi); 
(vi) (Pd)* = (P*)i, (Pi)* = (P*)& 
Proof. These are simple calculations. Note that (iv) and (v) hold only as 
indicated. The opposite directions, which might be of interest to us, are not 
valid. 
6.7. DEFINITION (cf. 2.7). A linear program P is called strict (resp., 
arbitrary) reflexive if P + P** induces an isomorphism over R 
sPt(P) 1 sPt(P**) 
(resp., Pt,(P) 1 Pt .,(p**). 
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6.8. PROPOSITION. If P is strict (resp., arbitrary) rejlexiue then there is 
an isomorphism over R 
cosPt(P*) r, sPt(P) (resp., coPt,(P*) 5 Pt,(P)). 
Proof. Immediate from 2.5. 
6.9. PROPOSITION. P is arbitruty (resp., strict) reflexive if and or+ if pi 
(resp., Pd) is repexiue. 
Proof Immediate from 6.4 and 2.5. 
6.10 DEFINITION (cf. 5.2). Let P be a linear program. 
(i) P has a finite arbitrary-strict (resp., strict-arbitrary) duality gap if 
pa(P) and v,(P) (resp., p,(P) and v,(P)) are both finite but p,,(P) + v,(P) # 0 
(resp., Pi + dP> + 0). 
(ii) Infinite arbitrary-strict (resp., strict-arbitrary) duality gaps are 
defined similarly. 
(iii) We abbreviate arbitrary-strict by “a-s” and strict-arbitrary by 
“s-a”. 
6.11. PROPOSITION. Let P be a linear program such that Pi is non-vacu- 
OUS. 
(i) Suppose Pi is regular. Then 
(a) if PZ is arbitrary rejexiue then P does not have an a-s duality 
gap. 
(b) If PZ is not arbitrary reflexive, then P either does not have an 
a-s duality gap or has a no-strict-copoint infinite a-s duality gap. 
(ii) Suppose Pi is dual regular. Then 
(a) if P is arbitrary re$exive, then P does not have an a-s duality 
gap. 
(b) If P is not arbitrary reflexive then P either does not have an 
a-s duality gap or has an a-s duality gap which can be either finite or 
no-arbitrary-point infinite. 
(iii) If Pi is either regular or dual regular, then P* does not have an a-s 
duali@ gap. 
(iv) The above statements remain valid if pi is replaced by Pd, “a-s” by 
“s-a”, and arbitrary and strict are interchanged. 
Proof: If PZ is arbitrary reflexive then, by 6.9 and 6.6, (PZ), = (P)Z is 
reflexive. Apply 5.4 to Pi and use 6.5 to translate the results back to 
properties of P. 
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